
BULGARIAN INDIRECT SPEECH VERBAL FORMS AND THE 
CIRCUMPONTIC SUBSTRATUM

Indirect speech verbal forms (npeHCKa3iiaTa 
<J)opMa) have traditionally been a major problem for 
whoever studies Bulgarian at both theoretical and 
practical levels. Such verbal forms do not exist in Old 
Church Slavonic or in other contem porary Slavic 
languages. Their basic function is to stress the fact that 
the speaker did not witness the events that he is telling, 
i.c. a nuance of uncertainty c.g.

a) A3 dhasix >ie MujicHa ce Bi>pHa no-paiio. 
"1 saw that Milena came back earlier".
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b) Toft Ka3a qe MmieHa ce Bi>pHajia no-paHO. 
"He said that Milena came back earlier".

In case (a) the aorist ce BT>pHa indicates that the 
speaker witnessed the action, while in case (b) the indirect 
speech form of the aorist indicates that he knew about by 
indirect means. Bulgarian indirect speech verbal forms are 
relatively rich and able to render various nuances of tense. 
Anyway, we should notice that they fail to convey the 
nuance of anteriority. Thus, to seven forms of indicative 
correspond only four forms of indirect speech.

Indicative form
Present 
Imperfect
Aorist 
Future
Future in the past 
Past indefinite 
Pluperfect

Toft nume
Toft nniueuie
Toft nuca
Toft m,e nmuc
Toft mnx aa nmne
Toft HHcaji e
Toft 6eiue nucan

He writes
He was writing
He wrote
He will write
He was going to write
He has written
He had written

Indirect speech form
-> Toft nmueji
-> Toii numen
-> Toft nncaJi
-> Toft miiJt na nmne 
-> Toft liuui jia nmne 
-> Toft nucaji 6 hji
-> Toft nwcaji 6 hji

It has become a common place to attribute such 
phenomenon to an influence from Turkish. It is not the 
intention of the author to deny the great influence of 
Turkish upon Balkanic languages. Such an influence was 
clearly exerted upon the lexis of Bulgarian. Words such as 
xap'i (expense), xa3iia (public treasure), napa (money), 
qopan (sock) etc. are Turkish. However, it is very 
unlikely that a syntactical feature in Bulgarian can be 
attributed to Turkish influence. As a matter of fact, the 
influences from an adstratum language are usually found 
at the level of lexis. Influences on morphology, phonetics 
and syntax are usually rare and limited to those cases of 
massive and prolongated bilingualism associated with a 
strong mingle of population. That has not been the case of 

Bulgaria. If an important syntactical feature, such as 
indirect speech verbal forms, were borrowed from 
Turkish, then we should expect that other elements of 
Turkish syntax were borrowed as well. This does not 
seem to happen. Turkish left branching has not affected 
Bulgarian syntax. Gender agreement in Bulgarian is as 
strong as it was in Old Church Slavonic, though it docs 
not exist in Turkish. The usage of conjunctions shows no 
signs of decline. Have you heard of postpositions instead 
of prepositions in Bulgarian? I guess you have not.

Indeed, there is a so-called subjective past tense 
(mi^'li rivayat gefmi$ zaman) in Turkish which, basically, 
shares some functions of the Bulgarian indirect speech 
form e.g.
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Emir bey kaza yapmif. (It seems that) Emir bey had 
(made) an accident.

Cf. Emir bey kaza yapti Emir bey had (made) an 
accident.

Such verbal forms exist in other Turkic languages as 
well. In Kazakh the so-called first participle (KeccMiuc I) 
has the same functions as the subjective past tense in 
Turkish.
Xlannp MacKeyjten KeJiimi. (It seems that) Danyar

came from Moscow.
Cf. Haiinp MacKeynen Kejijti. Danyar came from 

Moscow.
Most researchers seem very happy with the idea 

that one single main feature o f Turkish syntax was 
borrowed by Bulgarian while all others were not. In the 
opinion o f the author o f this article it would be much 
wiser to look for the origins of this phenomenon not in the 
adstratum but in the substratum, which probably is the 
source o f m ost odd ities in the syntax o f  Balkanic 
languages. O f course, as a sustainer of the concept of the 
C ircum pontic Sprachbund  I shall p ropose a new 
hypothesis and namely, that Bulgarian indirect speech 
verbal forms belong to the pre-Indo-European substratum 
of Circumpontic languages. Where do I propose to start 
our linguistical excavations? In Georgian, a language that, 
like most Caucasian languages, is supposed to have 
settled in the area from immemorial times, long before 
Indo-European and Turkish migrations.

The first screeve1 of the third series of Georgian 
verbs is the so-called F irst R esultative o f the verb 
(3o(*)3qkjo wgrtaQDioono /pirveli turmeobiti/).The First 
Resultative has three main functions:

1) Wonder
'"tlgBo (njgdbob

f»6fn6r)86 gob *836 33*  ̂ S i>&°S0 6 >
d>i> ¡}o6g>c>, sG 83 edi 836806, diet) ¿>a<5<o<S" /5eni 
ojaxis pa(roni da mojainagired dadnoma vis gaugonia! 
an sen ver gagigia, ra ginda, an me ar mesmis, ras ambob/ 
"That you are the chief of the familiy and behave like a 
servant! Who lias heard something like that?! Either you 
have not understood what you want or I do not understand 
what you want." (Ilic Tchavtchavadze)

2) An action that the speaker did not witness.
a) 3°K?6 ild 6  83*33 8e)jKnc /viyamac mepe 

mokla/ Someone killed the king.
b) 3og)c3d(3 83*33 8crgjepd3lj /viyamac mepe 

moufcdavs / (It seems that) Someone killed the king.

3) Inferred action (presumption)
30608 8060^3330 bcdicono /vanom

mosaçvevi barati miuyia/ Vano (probably) received the 
invitation.

In case (a), by using the aorist, the speaker asserts 
with certainty that someone killed the king, while in case 
(b) the usage of the First Resultative makes us think that 
the speaker heard about it.

Let us continue our excavations in another 
linguistic site, Albanian, the descendant o f Thracian or 
Illyrian. In Albanian the admirative form of the verb has 
two main functions:

1) Admiration, wonder (a positive or negative 
emotion towards something).

Sa bukur folke shqip! How beautiful you speak 
Albanian!

S'paske bërë gjë gjatë mungesës sime! You have 
done nothing during my absence.

2) Indirect speech (with a nuance of distrust).
"I thanë se papu paskësh marrë mëri me të për 

shkak të atij laços, të birit, Naumit." "They told him that 
dad began to hate him because of that stupid, his son, 
Naum" (from Novela by J. Xoxa).

The adm ira tive  has the fo llow ing tenses in
Albanian.
Present punuakam I work!,

I supposedly work.
Imperfect punuakësha I was working!,

I was supposedly working.
Aorist paskam punuar I worked!,

I supposedly worked.
Pluperfect paskësha punuar I had worked!,

I had supposedly worked.
It is time to specify that the so-called indirect 

speech verbal forms in Bulgarian may also function as 
admirative forms e.g. "Ofip'btu.iiM cc kum 6afl rami... 
B oxc! Kjikbo duxcaum! Bah Pa 1110 cc ci.6 jihki.ji mo 
pi.Kaon h ch pa3KOii'iaJi XHJicTKara..." "1 turned Io Bay 
Ganya and... God! What do I see?! Bay Ganya took his 
jacket off and unbuttoned his vest!" (Aleko Konstan
tinov). This means that, basically, the indirect speech 
forms of Bulgarian and the admirative tenses of Albanian 
are quite the same thing. The only difference is that the 
Albanian admirative is not compulsory when rendering 
indirect speech. It is used to stress the speaker's distrust 
towards the words he is repeating. This gives us the right 
to speak about a Balkanic syntactic feature, common to
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two Balkanic languages and by no means about Turkish 
influence on Bulgarian.

In my opinion, the traditional view of Bulgarian 
indirect speech forms as a syntactical borrowing from 
Turkish is absolutely anachronic. Such explanations 
belong to an early period of linguistics when all facts of 
"little languages" had to be explained through facts of 
more "prestigious" languages. Such approaches do 
nothing but delay the progress of science, fact that results 
even more painful at the beginning of the third millcnium.

I consider to have demonstrated beyond reasonable 
doubt that:

a) The fact that indirect speech verbal forms exist 
in Turkic languages does not mean that they cannot exist 
in other tongues and that they have appeared under 
Turkish influence. Such forms exist as we have seen in 
Georgian, Albanian and Bulgarian. In addition to that, they 
exist also in German (Konjunktiv I) Er sagte daß seine 
Mutter krank sei (He said that his mother is sick). Thus, 
the fact that certain verbal forms exist in Turkish is by no 
means a demonstration that verbal forms with similar 
nuances from neighbouring languages come from Turkish.

b) Albanian admirative, Bulgarian indirect speech 
forms and Georgian First Resultative, have very similar 
usages. Diverging terminology stresses the nuance that 
predominates in each of the three languages. In order to 
achieve coeherence we should make use of one single 
term for all these verbal forms. I propose to call it 
diffidential mood(from Latin diffidentia: distrust)

c) Georgian, Albanian and Bulgarian diffidentia! 
mood have a two-fold basic nuance: surprising action and 
unwitnessed action, while their Turkic counterparts 

convey only the latter nuance. This is a major difference.
d) We can assert that the diffidential mood is a 

Balkanic feature, common to two Balkanic languages, 
Bulgarian and Albanian. It should be included to the list 
of characteristics common to the languages of the 
Balkanic Sprachbund.

e) The diffidentia! mood is also a Circumpontic 
feature, as we can also find it in Georgian. It is one more 
argument that supports the existence of the Circumpontic 
Sprachbund.

On the basis of these conclusions we could also 
propose that:

a) The presence of diffidentia! moodin Georgian is 
an indication that it could be of pre-Indo-European origin. 
This would also indicate that at least one of the languages 
spoken in the Circumpontic area before the arrival of the 
Indo-Europeans was tipologically Caucasian.

b) Romanian presumptive forms might be a namow 
manifestation of the diffidential mood as well. Let us not 
forget that one of the nuances of the Georgian First 
Resultative is "inferred action" (presumption). There arc 
two presumptive verbal forms in Romanian:
Present Fratele meu o fi dormind. My brother is 

(probably) sleeping. 
Past Copilul o fi mers la școală The child (probably) 

went to school.
c) I f  diffidentia! mood existed in the prc-Indo- 

Europcan substratum of Paleo-Balkanic tongues and still 
exists today in Modem Balkanic languages, then it had to 
exist in Paleo-Balkanic languages as well. This means 
that Thracian, Dacian and Illyrian may have had a 
diffidentia! mood.

NOTES

1. Each 'conjugational pattern' in Georgian represents a 
unique combination o f  tense, aspect, mood and 'status', and is 
known as a scrccve. This word was coined from the Georgian 
term /m^krivi/ ('row') to avoid using the label 'tense'
with its strong temporal connotations. A scrcevc consists o f the 
pattern o f verb forms for each person and number (cf. Latin aino, 

amas, amat, etc.). There are eleven screcvcs in Georgian, grouper! 
into three series (sec tabic below). Scries 1 (SI) (the 'present 
series') has two subscrics ('present' and 'future'), each with three 
screcvcs. Scries 2 (S2) (the 'aorist series') has two screcvcs, while 
Scries 3 (S3) (the 'perfect series') has three, although the perfect 
subjunctive is now obsolescent. (Ilillcry 1999, p.21.)
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